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OK I did fixing these systems. The only problems for this truck were recurring egr problems and now DPF related issues. Does anyone have experience with this who can recommend the kit? I'll probably do a complete deletion and try to hit it over the Labor Day weekend. Reaction: Realdeal 6.7 Dodge or
Ford? If Dodge, I removed my 08 by 45k miles because of all the BS with EGR and limp mode.... Super easy, not take a weekend, but maybe a day..... This simple turbo tail system is turbo back, egr and cooler removes super easily and then install a programmer with deletions and never look back!
Expand the signature I would rather be lucky than good .... Both are better! I made my 09 dodge my own super easily and worth every penny. Took the filter dpf and cat to the landfill and got about $350 back to offset the costs. Fuel mileage went up 5 mpg too. Reaction: G-Spot It. 6.7 power hit. I've
already replaced the egr cooler, then the valve. Now I've got another CEL that I just scanned and it has another code for EGR and 2 for DEF related bull stuff. I have researched the codes and one says it is serious (p20ee) and can cause damage. Not sure, but tired of BS emissions. I'm not trying to save
the world. Reactions: Baby J and G-Spot normally I did fixing these systems. The only problems for this truck were recurring egr problems and now DPF related issues. Does anyone have experience with this who can recommend the kit? I'll probably do a complete deletion and try to hit it over the Labor
Day weekend. I think a few diesel guys from Idaho might offer a tuner option. I have a race of me on my Dodge 6.7. I'm not sure about Broad Reactions: Dead Fish, and then what? Remove the same shit on duramax? Duramaxs do not have this issue is what Josh tells you ... he owns a repair shop and
sees it regularly. Expand the signature OF TIGHT LINES FOR ALL!! Psa.. Ocean Anglers Team GENIE AYE Fishing I sent you an evening. The same resource happens to have removed many of the 6.7 powerstroke. It will do a little more, but it becomes hard to get these parts and tuners. Duramaxs do
not have this issue is what Josh tells you ... he owns a repair shop and sees it regularly. Double check your information and report back. These are standard procedures and on duramax. Remote mines on my 6.0 Powerstroke, easy to do, cleaning up the consumption of diversity was the hardest part. I
removed my 6.7 powerstroke with an ez lynk tuner, a sinister egr removed, 5 stainless tailpipe back not a silencer, and a afe cold air intake. The truck has ridiculous power now and a better economy. I did remove myself in a day, not too bad. I can get you detailed information on where I ordered it and the
photography system if you are interested. Last edited: 24 2019 Expand Signature Reactions: G-Spot And Then What? Remove the same shit on duramax? Ya probably.... I made a dozen or so 6.7 cummins full of removes and melodies and they are simple. I have not made any fords, over the years I've
found found Broad diesels to be a pain for work and unfortunately a literal responsibility for the shops due to repeated problems/return (except 7.3). Also, the occasional water pump I Hardley ever even saw duramax in the store. Not to say they don't have any problems. Virtually all modern vehicles have
emissions problems... Ya gas and diesel probably.... I made a dozen or so 6.7 cummins full of removes and melodies and they are simple. I haven't made any fords, over the years I've found ford diesels to be a pain for work and unfortunately literally responsible for shopping due to repeated
problems/return (except 7.3). Also, the occasional water pump I Hardley ever even saw duramax in the store. Not to say they don't have any problems. Virtually all modern vehicles have emissions problems... Gas and Diesel Funny you say that my dad is replacing the water pump on his duramax right
now. I believe this 6.7 will work easily for the most part. EGR things, although prone to glitches, are easy to access. I'm at 115k and the only problems I had were 1 egt sensor, clogged egr cooler, and now I've got the code for some DEF related BS and EGR again. Not sure if it's a coincidence they all
called at once? It has a slight loss of power now so ima park it until I can remove it once and for all. Reaction: DaKanati Duramaxs don't have this issue is what Josh tells you... he owns a repair shop and sees it regularly. Had to replace my tank and so on about a month ago on my Duramax due to
something failure and getting faulty emissions codes. They did it under warranty. As good as Duramax in my experience is that they are not to blame for free. Mine is lightly used since I left 2 months to kick with 2 months to 2 off rotation. Last edited: August 24, 2019 Do not read my statement wrong Kim,
they do not have Egr issues, you say def tank issue, (which affects emmisions, but the review of some years) is not EGR. Double check your information and report back. These are standard procedures and on duramax. You check your information Ryan. I'm not told removes where not done the same as
on them as others, but FAILURE RATE ... What you say is equivalent to us doing camshafts and consumption back in the day. It may be the choice people make to do to increase performance and get rid of the DEF system, but duramaxs don't have a basic Ford bounce rate on the EGR/cooler system.
And really... my dad makes a water pump... From the theme... LOL that's almost said to have gained 50,000 miles and had to change the crepe belt... and accuse the manufacturer of the vehicle that the belt wears out ... each engine will need one, some earlier, some later... roll of the dice ... LOL Last
edited: August 25, 2019 Signature TIGHT LINES for all!! Psa.. Ocean Anglers Team GENIE AYE Fishing Reactions: WaveDancer After watching the 6.7 remove done on the last ford I'll say it's not rocket science, but it's not something you can just decide to tackle Your main toolbox. Do not read my
statement wrong Kim, they do not have Egr issues, you say def tank issue, (which affects emmisions, but also the review of some years) is not EGR. You check your information Ryan. I'm not told removes where not done the same as on them as others, but FAILURE RATE ... What you say is equivalent
to us doing camshafts and consumption back in the day. It may be the choice people make to do to increase performance and get rid of the DEF system, but duramaxs don't have a basic Ford bounce rate on the EGR/cooler system. And really... my dad makes a water pump... From the theme... LOL that's
almost said to have gained 50,000 miles and had to change the crepe belt... and accuse the manufacturer of the vehicle that the belt wears out ... each engine will need one, some earlier, some later... roll of the dice ... LOL How OMG! Lol! Right? You don't have any data to support your claim and it
sounds like you're out of your wheelhouse here. I'm not here to listen to a voice that tells you that your truck sucks when you're working through an issue. I'm just looking for someone with experience with removals and I see you don't, but thanks for the input. Reaction: biteme Like OMG! Lol! Right? You
don't have any data to support your claim and it sounds like you're out of your wheelhouse here. I'm not here to listen to a voice that tells you that your truck sucks when you're working through an issue. I'm just looking for someone with experience with removals and I see you don't, but thanks for the
input. I only deal with dealers and talk to technicians, so I don't know shit yes... The removals are awesome, they work great, I stated that duramax has no egr issues the other 2 do. All you have to do is you tube it... Get it to do Expand the signature TIGHT LINES FOR ALL!! Psa.. Ocean Anglers Team
GENIE AYE Fishing Ryan, I deleted my 2013. I run livewire ts gauge with tyrant towing melody, s and b consumption and aftermarket cold side tube. Plus mbrp dpf remove the pipe silencer. With the added boost of the turbo plant, the cold side tube will blow apart. Just youTube egr delte and dpf remove
and you'll see that it's pretty straight forward. Egr is a pipe that goes into exhaust is manifold where people face problems. The bolts tend to break and then yours on a long day of drilling and tapping. I soaked mine in Croyla for a month and they came straight. It took me a solid day and a half to make it in
my driveway. Overall it was easy. PM me if you want more information. Reactions: Genie Yes I heard CG gets 10,000 hours out of their Hondas..... Page 2 idling, maybe. Ask their guy down on Float 14 who makes a living with Honda how many hours he comes out of I'll stick with Yamaha and Chevys.
You can fix your fords and yanmars lol! Did you have to get Yanmar into this? Oh! Those Yanmars is a very proven engine that if forgotten does not go for thousands of thousands Hours... I'd rather be lucky than good.... Both are better! Reaction: Walker Inc. Lol! Did you have to get Yanmar into this? Oh!
These Yanmars are a very proven engine that if neglected goes for thousands of hours ... It was for the John effect. They're good engines. I know a few guys with lots of hours on them. Reaction: G-Spot I just deleted my 2013 6.7 Cummins... I went with an MM3 tuner and DRD tunes. I removed the EGR
system and installed a block from the plates and re-routed the cooling system. I took out all the BS emissions under my truck and installed a 5-inch TBE with a 17resonator. I also installed an EGT probe. Tuner has 6 HP settings.... 20, 60, 90, 120, 150 &amp; 200. It is not advisable to turn the tuner above
150 if you have not installed after-sales studs. They also recommend using only a 30HP melody while towing if you upgrade the gear. Tuner also reconfigured my gear! The truck is the official beast now... Tows big, it gets the best MPG fuel (26 highways for 35 tires) and it smells like a real diesel truck!
And with the resonator there is a zero drone while on the speed highway!!! Last edited: August 26, 2019 Reaction: Bent-on Fishing 6.7 powerstroke egr delete kit. 6.7 powerstroke egr delete. 6.7 powerstroke egr delete instructions. 6.7 powerstroke egr delete benefits. 6.7 powerstroke egr delete egt probe.
6.7 powerstroke egr delete problems. 6.7 powerstroke egr delete cost. 6.7 powerstroke egr delete tuner
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